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HÄFELE
Häfele is an internationally organized family owned and operated business with headquarters 

in Nagold, Germany. It was founded in 1923 and today serves the furniture industry, 
architects, planners, cabinet makers/joiners as well as dealers in over 150 countries.

Häfele began its business 96 years ago by Adolf Häfele, 

a joinery and carpentry specialized, who formed the 

business from a small hardware products store.

The business has grown from a small hardware products 

distributors worldwide. We are the market leader of 

access control systems.

Häfele (Thailand) Co. Ltd. is one of the subsidiaries 

of the Häfele Holding GmbH, which was established 

and architectural hardware along with top-class alliances 

property trading as well with trading partners and  

dealers in Thailand. Häfele is providing hardware, 

requirements of all our customers. Furthermore - to 

conform to the policy of the Häfele Headquarter 

in Germany - we set the main focus of the quality 

improvement and development in every aspect of our 

business operation, products, and employees.
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From the winners of the HAFELE Kitchen Design Award 2019 

by presenting the Heritage Concept

Luxury & compact kitchens inspired by 

floating markets and northeast way of life.

HÄFELE
KITCHEN
DESIGN
CONTEST
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DESIGN CONCEPT: Remembering the former Thai Culture, the unique 

design focused on Kitchen Island shaped like a boat. Do you remember 

 the most core area and center of former Thai culture were the  

"Floating Market"? The heart of historical living became the center of family 

life - the Kitchen. The place where all family members come together to 

communicate their thoughts, talk, and eat in a homely atmosphere.

DETAILS OF DESIGN: White ATTICA marble look quartz surface from 

stainless steel structure let feel like a quiet paddling supported by 

running systems, and gallery rail organization.

The dark cherry wood of the cabinet incarnated distinctive a classic ancient 

Thai house, completed by a nostalgic style home appliance set from 

Bertazzoni which includes a combi-microwave oven, warming drawer, and 

other functions alongside with an installed cooker hob and cooker hood 

made of stainless steel from the same exclusive Italian brand. The ETAGON 

kitchen sink is supplemented by the pull-out spray LIVIA-S Faucet, both 

from BLANCO. The kitchen cabinet organization could be completed with 

various functional Kesseböhmer cabinet wire wares.

HEART OF THAI, 
HEART OF RIVER

DESIGNERS
Chanon Jadtanim, Nachanoke Register
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HUAN KRUA 
BAAN HAO

DESIGNERS
Kuntasorn Lonkoontod, Janit Suphannawong

DESIGN CONCEPT: This kitchen design was inspired by the 

Northeast kitchen style presented through open-air usability 

to maximize the cooking area and by using local materials for 

a green environment character. The natural mood and tones 

identify a typical hearty home of Northeast Thailand. 

DETAILS OF DESIGN: Simply matching of natural wood 

and white tiles to develop a brighter and clearer looking 

details. The "Buttermilk" coloured quartz surface 

from Caesarstone matches perfectly to the farmhouse 

style kitchen sink PANOR from BLANCO. The tidy-

a real cooking solution was selected a gas hob and cooker 

hood from Bertazzoni. The fresh and healthy storage 

of food, vegetables, and fruits could be guaranteed with

a built-in LIEBHERR fridge.
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HEART OF THAI, 
HEART OF RIVER

HIGHLIGHT PRODUCTS

LUXURY KITCHEN
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BERTAZZONI

Combi - Microwave Oven
Bertazzoni Modern Series

The 60 x 45 cm combi-steam oven has 7 functions on two 

levels, a cavity capacity of 38 liters, and is made of stainless 

steel. The oven is big enough to cater to a whole family and 

combines a traditional with a convection oven including grill 

functions for fast and healthy cooking. It's controlled 

by knobs and a full touch TFT display and includes 

a high-class door with a soft closing mechanism.
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BERTAZZONI
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Warming Drawer
Bertazzoni Modern Series

The 60 x 12 cm warming drawer maintains a load-bearing 

capacity of 25 kg. The drawer heats to a consisten 

 temperature range between 30-85°C keeping dishes at 

serving temperature. It comes with a soft-motion push/

pull function and full-extension runners. Available in 

stainless steel, black matt, zinc, and copper surfaces.
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BERTAZZONI
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Electric Built-in Oven with LCD display
The Bertazzoni Modern Series

The 60 cm electric built-in oven has a best-in-class cavity capacity of 76 liters. With 11 functions, it's ideal for 

mid to low-temperature cooking, like baking or slow cooking meals as e.g. casseroles. The non-convection mode 

BERTAZZONI
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BLANCO

Kitchen Sink 

at the sink. This needs-oriented tiered sink is remarkable for its integrated step, which 

creates a highly practical additional level. Positioned on the step, the ETAGON rails 

steamers, into which you can transfer vegetables straight from the cutting board above. 

The large bowl also makes it easy to clean cumbersome kitchenware such as baking 

trays. BLANCO ETAGON is available in Stainless steel, Silgranit and Ceramic. 

The range is impressive not only for its superlative functionality, but also its top-quality 

and particularly easy to clean thanks to the stainless steel material. The optional 

accessories include cutting boards and practical multifunctional colanders.
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Kitchen Mixer Tap
If you want to add real design accents to your kitchen, then head straight for the BLANCO LIVIA.  

Alternatively, you could enhance your industrial loft-look interior with BLANCO LIVIA in dark manganese.  

And if you fancy something a bit more modern, go for the chrome version. BLANCO LIVIA is as practical as it is 

diverse: As a mixer tap that forms part of overall system design, a matching soap dispenser and a pop-up  

drain button are also available. Like the mixer tap, these parts feature beautiful decorative elements,  

especially at the transitions.

BLANCO
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HAWA

Pivot & Slide-in HAWA Concepta, 
a new dimension in furniture design – the door can be pivoted by 90° and slide 

into the side of furniture cabinets or wall niches. This opens up completely

walk-in room. Because the doors stored away at the side only take up a minimal niche  

width in the cabinet interior. The solution also impressed with its intelligent technology. 

handles. And the Hawa Concepta doesn’t throw you a curve during installation, either: 

Apart from drill holes for positioning and concealed hinges, no other processing 

in required, since the components are screwed to the intermediate panel and are 

accessible from the front at all times for adjustment.
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HAWA
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HAWA
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HAWA
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Flush-fitted sliding doors - Eku Frontino, 

It speeds up the installation time and eliminates error sources because of its high degree of pre-assembly. 

And it opens up 100% of the space in the furniture, which is a major advantage in the installation of 

internal drawers, for example.
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LIEBHERR

Fridge & Freezer 
Lasting freshness has a name: BioFresh It’s no secret that the nutrients from fresh 

allows food to age quickly, depriving it of those two essential qualities: nutrients and 

for optimal storage, that’s where the patented BioFresh technology in Liebherr fridges 

out-performs its conventional counterpart – by slowing down aging process. Whether 

optimum storage conditions. These extend shelf life and preserved nutrients, such as 

vitamins and minerals, as well as aroma and appearance for longer than conventional 

fridge compartments. In the HydroSafe, fruit and vegetables are optimally stored 

at a higher humidity level. Precision electronics carefully maintain the HydroSafe 

dairy products. The BioFresh DrySafe maintains this environment at all times.
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LIEBHERR
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Wine-Delight
Wine connoisseurs are huge individualists with a considerable range of requirements 

always stored at the perfect drinking temperature, ready to be enjoyed with friends at 

any time; others are dedicated to collecting wines and need ideal storage conditions 

for a large stock; and some what the best both worlds – a large wine collection that is 

ready to serve. Liebherr has just the right wine storage cabinet whatever your collection 

size or requirements – and naturally, you’re guaranteed premium quality.

LIEBHERR
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KESSEBÖHMER

TurnMotion II

you. Each tray turns individually by 360° in either direction so that any section of the 

solution for storage space that is above the ergonomically accessible height. It‘s also 

perfect for the often under-utilized space above integrated appliances.
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KESSEBÖHMER

iMove
There’s easy operation, more reachable storage, a clearer view, fast access. 

The innovative iMove pull-down transforms a conventional wall unit into 

are pulled downwards and outwards in one easy movement and it combines 

iF Product Design Award.
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CAESARSTONE

“White Attica” 
A Stone that brings exuberance, bold simplicity and a classically inspired by New York 

marble. White Attica is one of super natural series Marble-Liked inspiration collection 

combined natural appearance with glamourous feeling.
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CAESARSTONE
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CAESARSTONE
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Häfele
from your kitchen, bring you an easy lifestyle by developing a quality family environment.
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HUAN KRUA 
BAAN HAO

HIGHLIGHT PRODUCTS

SMALL KITCHEN
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BERTAZZONI

Gas Hob
Bertazzoni Professional Series

metal control knobs, it makes cooking simple, versatile and precise. A lateral 4 kW 

wok ring adds another dimension to your cooking. The cast iron pan support is solid 

and secure for safe use and available in stainless steel and black enamel.
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BERTAZZONI
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BERTAZZONI
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BLANCO

Kitchen Sink
Farmhouse-style sinks are a reminder of times gone by, when the kitchen also served as a place to bathe and 

purpose these days, such sinks have largely maintained their striking dimensions and appearance. A contemporary 

take on the classic, it looks great in modern kitchens, as well as in combination with features of country-house style.

lots of space for cleaning woks and baking trays with ease.
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Kitchen Tap
With playful ornamental details that go perfectly with sinks and kitchens in the current 

country-house style, BLANCO TERA features an impressive traditional design.  

Experience the irresistible charm of TERA. This look comes in a choice of chrome or 

brushed brass. With its fully swiveling outlet, the classic 2-handle TERA kitchen mixer tap 

is more than a match for the requirements of the modern kitchen. Fans of an old-time look 

will appreciate the charm of this traditional design. Having one handle for cold water and 

another for warm creates a distinctive look that lends the sink a certain sophistication.  

You turn both handles to get the water as warm or cold as you want it.  

 

to the heat level you prefer.

BLANCO
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HAWA

Sliding door cabinets 
Closing and opening the food pantry is Thai's practical way of the daily 

cooking journey. It doesn’t matter whether you are installing one, two,  

or three wooden doors with your furniture, whether these doors run inside  

or in front of the cabinet. The ideal of the EKU Clipo version is present for  

all situations. Precisely coordinate with the door weight of 16, 26, or 36 kg 

and suitable with soft-closing devices for any heaviness class.  
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of installation like gluing, screw-on, caulking, groove, 

or surface mounting of the running tracks. Door leaves and running 

gears are connected by a tool-less clip-on system as well as 

the height adjustment is a child’s play with well-tried and 

tool-less thumbwheel adjusting.

HAWA
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LIEBHERR

Fridge & Freezer
For many people, a tasty meal is a perfect way to unwind in the evening. It replenishes their energy reserves and 

the very act of cooking actually helps them to relax after a long, hard day. Needless to say, whether cooking for 

contains all the vitamins, minerals and trace elements that our bodies need on a daily basis. Not only is it important to 

buy produce at its freshest, but it is also essential to store it properly once you get home.
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LIEBHERR

Nowadays, it’s easy to enjoy fresh, nutritious food – especially thanks to Liebherr’s 

premium-quality appliances: they combine stylish design with a wealth of innovative 

solutions to enhance your freshness experience and enjoyment on a daily basis.  

If you’re looking for ultra longlasting freshness, BioFresh is the perfect answer;  

and our professional No-Frost technology provides superb freezing amenity. 

Liebherr also makes it easier than ever to save energy: featuring advanced  
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KESSEBÖHMER

“Magic Corner” 
The name says it all. This has less to do with magic than with cleverness and 

units beside each other in only one corner cabinet. With one movement, the 

intelligent sliding technology simultaneously drives the front and the pull-out rack 

into the user’s viewing and access area. As one would expect of Kesseböhmer, 

closing. Quiet and smooth.
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KESSEBÖHMER
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CAESARSTONE

“Buttermilk”

several creamy tones with a unique blend of earthy tones and delicate infused pattern. 

With all the stain, scratch and water-resistant qualities of quartz, Caesarstone is ideal for 

benchtops, splashbacks, wall linings, and furniture tops.
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PREMIUM KITCHEN BRAND

BERTAZZONI
Bertazzoni cooking machines have been available for over a century, 

building a reputation based on the quality of engineering and a passion for food.

As a result, Bertazzoni machines help create beautiful 

kitchens, where the sum of the parts is greater than

the whole. Bertazzoni’s unique approach brings  

together industrial production methods and  

on the process developed for Italian luxury sports cars.

the brand. Inspired by his discovery of the railway stove, 

Francesco and his son Antonio set about adapting it 

to their own purposes. So they began producing cooking 

stoves for local use around Guastalla where they had 

their workshop – soon their stoves were being sold 

throughout Italy. In 1909 the next generation, 

headed by Napoleone Bertazzoni, built a factory 

next to the railway station.
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BLANCO

PREMIUM KITCHEN BRAND

For over 90 years, BLANCO has been delighting its 

customers with quality and with the German reliability 

that is appreciated all over the world. It determines the 

choice of material and the processing methods for the 

products and the development. More comfort and safety 

in the house: the unbeatable ease of care and hygiene of 

SILGRANIT™ PuraDur™ sinks delight customers just as 

and well-planned system concepts make BLANCO a 

reliable partner for retailers. 

BLANCO demonstrates responsibility towards our 

most important food – drinking water. We use approved 

materials in water-bearing components and voluntarily 

centre of the German Association of Gas and Water 

Supplies). Sustainability is not a passing phenomenon.

culture.

BLANCO is the biggest German manufacturer of sinks and 
the market leader for kitchen mixer taps in Germany.
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PREMIUM KITCHEN BRAND

CAESARSTONE

In the mid-1980s, Kibbutz Sdot-Yam sent the CEO of its 

he shared his ideas and experience with residents of 

the revolutionary idea of using crushed quartz combined 

with polymer resins and pigments for a surfacing 

product, which formed what we know today as 

Caesarstone. 

From the beginning, the kibbutz origin of the product 

assured it remained sustainable, and Caesarstone 

competence in environmental management and 

performance.

Caesarstone is the first to develop a concrete-like finish for quartz surface, a departure from 
the usual polished surface, showcasing its dedication to innovation.

Today, Caesarstone has 3 state-of-the-art manufacturing 

sites in Israel and US, and remains dominant in the 

position, through continuous investment and innovation, 

extensive research and development, highly trained 

personnel and an advanced market infrastructure. 

For more than 30 years, Caesarstone has set new 

standards in innovation and craftsmanship and 

continues to set the trends in the industry.
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PREMIUM KITCHEN BRAND

HAWA

Today Hawa Sliding Solutions is the global market and 

technology leader for sliding on buildings, in rooms and 

on furniture. We contribute to the success of architects, 

designers and our customers with inspirations and the 

optimal solutions for every challenge the design. 

Sliding on kitchen is state-of-the-art solution to create 

open spaces which ensure that areas can be designed 

want as much free space and openness as possible –  

in both the private and the corporate sphere. 

New room concepts are made possible by means of 

sliding solutions.

“Sliding Hardware System with SWISS Precision” 
for more than 50 years of dedicated ourselves to develop of sliding technology.
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LIEBHERR

PREMIUM KITCHEN BRAND

Fridge & Freezer

Liebherr is a third-generation, family-owned company 

founded by Hans Liebherr in 1949 with the creation of 

Liebherr has become synonymous with the equipment 

needed to build homes and businesses, as well as the 

appliances within them. 

One of the world’s largest manufacturers of construction 

machinery, Liebherr has expanded to eleven divisions 

with a wide array of product ranges, including 

earthmoving, mining, mobile cranes, tower cranes, 

concrete technology, maritime cranes, aerospace and 

transportation systems, machine tools and automation 

systems, components, hotels and domestic appliances. 

The company currently employs over 44,000 persons 

in more than 130 companies in over 50 countries 

worldwide. Liebherr Appliances is Europe’s largest 

privately owned manufacturer of fridges and freezers 

for residential and commercial use, with an annual 

production of more than 2.1 million units.
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PREMIUM KITCHEN BRAND

KESSEBÖHMER
The name Kesseböhmer stands for innovative solutions and 

a powerful blend of design, function and quality.

Today the Kesseböhmer group is still owned  

and managed by the current generation of 

the founding family.

Our core competence is in metal processing. We work 

coating facilities. Strong customer orientation has helped 

us to achieve and maintain our position as the leading 

A kitchen is far more than just the room you cook in.  

A kitchen today, is designed in a more open and 

generous manner; after all, it should be an open area  

for all family and friends to enjoy.

No wonder the kitchen has evolved to become  

an indicator of good taste and style. Not only is it 

important to incorporate taste and sophisticated kitchen 

and quality. Kesseböhmer products enable substantially 

more storage space and overview in a manner to enthral 

every user. Here opening a cabinet door becomes  

represent the main advantage Kesseböhmer can refer 

to in excess of the ingenious functionality. Add to that 

optimal space utilization, Kesseböhmer provides for 

substantially more space in the cabinets compared to 

most traditional systems.

Last but not least, the name Kesseböhmer guarantees 

unparalleled user comfort and an unmatched quality, 

setting the standards worldwide.

Seasoned ideas. In a kitchen, form follows function, 

follows fashion – and vice versa. Those who enjoy eating 

good food, cooking and entertaining, expect far more 

from their kitchen than just an oven, a sink and a fridge. 

People spend a lot of time in their kitchens and they now 

an investment in a higher quality of life.
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This brochure is only intended for use by the recipient.

It remains in all respects the property of Häfele.

Reproductions of this catalogue in whole or in part, the copying or imitation of any

illustrations and the imitation of the layout are strictly prohibited.

The technical descriptions and dimensions in this catalogue, also those with 

the photographs and drawings, are not binding. We reserve the right 

to make design improvements. All dimensions in mm, 

unless stated otherwise.

We bear no liability for any misprints or other errors that might occur 

in the production of the catalogue.

All deliveries are made pursuant to Häfele’s sales conditions.

June 2020

© Copyright by Häfele (Thailand) Limited

All rights reserved

Printed in Thailand
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